1988 isuzu trooper engine

Isuzu Specs The Trooper, slightly restyled in 98 comes powered by a 3. It is only available with 4
wheel drive. It was a huge seller in the sport utility vehicle segment. There were two generations
of the Trooper produced â€” the first spanning through , and the second from through when
Isuzu ceased export of the model. It began its production run being somewhat primitive and
underpowered, offered only with a 4 cylinder motor, standard 5 speed manual transmission, and
part-time four-wheel drive system. As the first generation progressed, it became more
luxurious, and offered more amenities, including a V6 engine. The second generation was more
refined, and was available with two-wheel drive. It was visually identical to the Isuzu trooper, but
was only sold in Europe. Production began in , with versions sold on Mainland Europe wearing
Opel badges, and the British version being sold as a Vauxhall. Sales in Britain were
disappointing, and the Vauxhall version of the car was withdrawn from sale at the end of ,
though the Opel version continued to sell on the continent until Isuzu Specs The Trooper,
slightly restyled in 98 comes powered by a 3. It is only available with 4 wheel drive. It was a
huge seller in the sport utility vehicle segment. There were two generations of the Trooper
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export of the model. It began its production run being somewhat primitive and underpowered,
offered only with a 4 cylinder motor, standard 5 speed manual transmission, and part-time
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That is to say diesel goes Trooper , transmission lt comes on and problem in 1st too 2nd ,had
trans guy dignoise it no proble It was visually identical to the Isuzu trooper, but was only sold in
Europe. Production began in , with versions sold on Mainland Europe wearing Opel badges, and
the British version being sold as a Vauxhall. Sales in Britain were disappointing, and the
Vauxhall version of the car was withdrawn from sale at the end of , though the Opel version
continued to sell on the continent until It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved,
click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds
How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. October in
Isuzu. I own a Isuzu Trooper II. It has a rather beaten up old 2. I want to put in a 3. I know I want
to get rid of the 2. Would the standard Tranny be able to mate with an engine higher than a 2. Ive
already got 33" Mickey Thompson Baja MTZ's sitting in my garage waiting for when i want my
Trooper to really man up but I wont touch it till I have a better engine Eventually after the engine
is done i want to install a snorkel and a grille guard. But 88 grille guards are almost impossibl to
find My trooper book says Trooper II parts are interchangable, is this true of brush guards too?
Hope to hear from someone soon. October While waiting for a reply here, you may want to
check out Engine Swaps. Also, Isuzu Rodeo Engine Swaps may have some helpful information.
January I am wanting to change my 4cyl to a 4. It is a dad son thing so in 2 or 3 years he is
ready for the road. This will be a complete rebuild in the end. I would start with procurement the
Motor v. Finding this, unless you are going to Swap old for new with a refundable core charge is
what you are planing at this time. Definately, use the web and your local part store personel. It
will be fun and bond him to you and the vehicle. This way he understands how to maintain his
cars. Your transmission will only fit the 2. The 2. There used to be adapters made to fit other
engines, but my understanding is they are no longer made. I would stay away from the Isuzu 3.
You will need the complete computer system to install one of these including vehicle speed
sensors from the transmission. There is no distributor or carberator on these engines so your
only option is computerized. I have had a: Trooper II swapped from 2. A Trooper 3. May Hi
dctrooper im also interested in swapping the same engine into a trooper. Ofcourse i will have to
look for a 3. I can't say whether a 3. I think the best bet is with the GM V-6s. You don't have to
use a 2. The 3. If you use the Rodeo transmission, you will need to swap speedometer gears both of them. There is also the option of using a GM 3. This engine was used in the Camaros.
There are all kinds of goodies available for the GM based V-6s. I don't think there is anything
available for the Isuzu 3. There are some Trooper sites, but different sites have different
information. A goo gle search is your best bet. June Swapping the 4 cyl out of my trooper.
Hoping to drop in a 3. Is there a computer issue and bellhousing match. I have a Trooper with
miles and had nothing but problems with it over the years. I really like the vehicle but I would
like to swap it out with a more dependable engine. Any Ideas?? September I'm looking for a 2. I
need to replace the block in mne. Is there anyway we can get in contact without violating the
rules of tis forum? I recently bought an 89 with AT and the trans is acting up, only shifting at or
over rpm, and I haven't yet gotten it into top gear. I have all the parts from a manual 88 and was
thinking to use them to convert. April I have a 96 trooper with a 3. There's a 99 trooper 3. What
I'm wanting to know is,can I do a engine and transmission swap from the 99, into my And what
problems will I have. Hi, I have a 3. I acquired it from a friend who had purchased it maybe 5

years and close to 10, miles before it came to me. He had it looked at before he purchased it and
could not get a clear diagnosis about the excessively loud tapping sound that eminates when it
runs. He was told that it might last 50 miles or 50, I always wondered that it was a failing valve
clattering but would have thought it would have gotten much worse by now. It runs well but is
really loud. It seems to flutter less around rpm. I got it with the intention of just running it till it
dies, but the sound has not gotten any worse. Now over the years I've had I've put on new
shocks, and tires, and new brakes, and stereo. The 4WD works great! So, I start wondering
about keeping it going My friend crashed her Trooper LS, 3. Her parents diligently maintained
the car before giving it to her. It seemed to run perfectly and the truck was in great shape. The
car was totalled but the motor appears to be undamaged. The engine family codes do not
match. Should I even consider it? Thanks, B. Kwesi Posts: 1. March Hi I have Isuzu trooper
model. Wants to mount a 4bd1t engine inside. Pls is it possible? The best advice I can give
anyone searching for answers like this on the Internet is to talk to someone who has actually
done it. You don't want to be the first one. Sign In or Register to comment. User Account.
Browse Rides. Follow Ride. Ride Info. Mobile Electronics Infinity Speakers. Mobile Electronics
Alpine Security. Mobile Electronics Eclipse Head Unit. This is, of course, to prevent dents. This
is fucking strong shit here! TeraFlex Revolver Shackles in the rear onlyTeraFlex Revolver
shackles provide a quick and simple upgrade to increase articulation in current suspensions
without the need of costly fabrication. This unique shackle design hinges and rotates to allow
leaf springs to flex and compress without additional spring stress. TeraFlex Revolver shackles
never rest against the frame because they are self-supporting and will stay folded against
themselves on level ground. This piece of shit broke on the trails in Naches, WA and he got a
new and improved 12, lb. Close-up of the brand name of the winchUnder the hood of the Jeep
The engine is a stock straight 6. Load Post 1. Comment 0 Photos 1 Share. Load Post 2.
Comment 0 Photos 10 Share. Brief Intro. Note: In the "after" picture I was running 33x Load Post
3. Comment 0 Photos 3 Share. Load Post 4. Load Post 5. Load Post 6. You're not having fun if
you don't brake shit, am I right? I upgraded to Bobby Longfield's 30 spline chromoly Super
Birfs, which are the strongest birfs in the world and are stronger than a stock D I havn't wheeled
them yet, but I know that I will have plenty of thrashing to do on them. Also, a few weeks back, I
was just driving on the street and my spool decided to fuck some shit up in my rear pumpkin
People were driving by looking at my rig as if a spacecraft had just landed, of course, not
knowing that I was in the worst possible roadside breakdown, because my engine is running
great, it's that I have no "drive," because my gears are toast and my driveshaft just spins when
put into first gear. So I ordered a new set of Bobby Longfield's cryogenically frozen 5. But you
are probably thinking, your not going to put another spool in there are you?? It was an entire
axle, housing an everything; equipped with 5. Now this gives me a great opportunity to get a
new locker. Until then, to just get my rig driveable again, I will take my new 5. Now, back to
when I was broke down I called a tow truck. The guy ended up towing my Trooper to my parents
house and on the way there, he had to S
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LAM on his brakes for some reason. He gave a reason, but I know he was lying, I can't prove it,
but I just know. Common sense and being a good driver, correct me if I'm wrong!!! Anyways,
the Trooper bounces off of the tire holders and into the back of the truck. So, he's at fault and
he fuck'd the back end of my rig up. I will be recieving compensation through some means,
either money or direct repairs, from the company Shannon Towing. Here's a pic of the back. It's
hard to tell because it's not an angle pic, but there are some good sized deep dents; my handle
is fuck'd, I can't open my door because of the bumper, oh and my bumper is totally ruined,
which isn't too bad considering I will be taking that off and putting on a steel bumper, but in the
meantime, it just plain looks like shit. Load Post 7. Load Post 8. Load Post 9. Load Post The 5.
Comment 0 Photos 4 Share. Comment 0 Photos 2 Share. Load More Posts. Ride Comments
comments. Load More Comments. See All Followers. Jump to Post.

